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Guidance Document 

1. Purpose 

This document has been designed to act as a reference point for organisations 

seeking funding through the Workforce for the Future (WftF) Programme; it is not 

intended to replace any Grant Funding Agreement, Government or Combined 

Authority documents (referred to below). This guidance document does however 

include and / or reference information contained in them and will be reviewed and 

kept up to date, on a quarterly basis, to ensure currency.  

Prior to submitting an application, it is essential for applicants to read this funding 

guidance document in full including all linked guidance and annexes. This includes 

the West of England Local Industrial Strategy and The West of England Employment 

and Skills Plan and Regional Taskforce Recovery Plan which provide context on our 

regional skills objectives. 

 

1.1. Context 

The West of England is home to growing numbers of SMEs in key priority sectors.  

Whilst the region is rightly celebrated as a prosperous centre of innovation, 

excellence and inclusion, our diverse business community continues to report skills 

challenges, including: 

• Unfilled job vacancies (both current and future) 

• Lack of management capacity to explore how to improve recruitment 

processes, develop existing personnel, conduct future workforce planning or 

scale up teams for growth effectively. 

• Learners produced by local provision are not meeting their requirements or 

expectations 

• Applicants leaving FE/HE education lack the personal aptitudes and 

experience required by employers for entering the labour market 

• Current and ongoing skills shortages resulting from a migration to digital 

systems and an ageing workforce 

• Lack of awareness of regional skills provision and / or lack of connection with 

learning and training providers 

• Lack of diversity; both current and prospective workforce in some areas, is not 

reflective of our regional demographic. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/818989/1907_VERSION_West_of_England_Interactive_SINGLE_PAGES.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/employment-skills-plan/
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/employment-skills-plan/
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/West-of-England-Recovery-Plan.pdf
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In addition to the challenges of business, our regional training providers report 

challenges with consistently engaging businesses in areas such as careers advice 

activities, co-design of curriculum and most critically, the placement of local students 

(including the upskilling of existing staff) into apprenticeships and work-based 

learning. 

The skills challenges of our region constitute a potential threat to the future 

productivity of our industries and tackling them is essential for delivering the 

ambitions of the West of England Local Industrial Strategy; ensuring that growth is 

inclusive, with a focus on opportunities for employment and progression for 

all. 

In response to these industrial challenges, and in recognition of our regional 

aspirations and strengths, WECA has finalised its West of England Employment and 

Skills Plan.  

The five strategic objectives of the Plan are: 

•  Integrating our employment, skills and education system to ensure it is 

aligned with demand and responsive to changing patterns of employment 

• Enabling all young people to achieve their potential 

• Supporting everyone who is able to work by helping to address their barriers 

to employment and progression 

• Empowering people to progress within employment, including access to better 

higher paid opportunities 

• Ensuring employers are able to recruit and retain the diverse skills and talent 

they need to thrive from within and beyond the region 

To deliver on these objectives, it is imperative that business enhances its 

relationship with (and understanding of) education and training systems, and by 

extension, the current and future talent pipeline. Workforce for the Future will 

therefore deliver targeted solutions to this objective by empowering SME’s to bring 

about the change necessary to ensure the future prosperity of the region though it’s 

people.  
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2. Introduction 

“By 2036, the West of England will be internationally recognised for its sustainable, 

inclusive and diverse economy, providing a high quality of life, prosperity and 

opportunities for all its residents.  Our people will be skilled, healthy and able to 

access pathways of opportunity to achieve their potential.  Our businesses will play 

an active role in shaping employment and skills provision and will be able to find the 

skills and talent they need to innovate, add greater value and thrive” West of 

England Education and Skills Plan, WECA, 2019 

WftF is an £8.1 million programme to support micro, small and medium sized 

enterprises (SMEs) in the West of England Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) area 

in tackling current and emerging skills needs. The programme will provide capacity 

to empower SMEs in the West of England to better prepare and plan for, as well as 

take a more active role in realising, their workforce for the future.  

The programme is funded by the European Social Fund (ESF) as part of the 2014-

2020 European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF) Growth Programme in 

England. The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) is the Managing Authority 

for the England European Social Fund programme. WECA is the Grant Funding 

Organisation (GFO) for WftF, matching £4 million ESF funding with £4.1 million of its 

own investment funds.  

WtfF responds to the challenges set in the West of England Local Industrial Strategy 

and The West of England Employment and Skills Plan. The Programme will be 

delivered through a consortium of intermediaries who will apply their leadership 

experience, commitment to collaboration and dedication to business growth, in the 

realisation of innovative, output-driven projects, which will ensure the productivity 

and growth of our regional workforce. 

WftF will therefore be centred on SMEs completing interventions which empower 

them to explore and address their future workforce needs.  Funding will be spent on 

providing capacity to enable SMEs to complete these interventions, and to monitor 

and evaluate their success.  The types of projects that can be completed may 

include: 
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• Businesses taking on new, or greater numbers of apprentices. 

• Businesses offering meaningful, structured and well managed placements for 
graduates, paid interns or learners on work experience, including T-Level 
placements., 

• Businesses adopting and implementing training plans for their existing workers. 

• Businesses taking part in other inspirational activity with schools and colleges 
to engage with local learners. 

• Business engaging in well managed and structured curricula and course 
content shaping activity with local provider networks. 

 

This list is not exhaustive and WECA welcomes applications from intermediaries who 

can propose eligible (under ESF Investment Priority 2.2) solutions to other 

demonstrable skills challenges which affect significant numbers of SMEs in any of 

our priority sectors.  WECA will also consider applications which address pan-

sectoral themes such as increasing diversity and inclusion or, improving access to 

experiences of work for learners. 

The beneficiaries of support through WftF projects, will be SMEs. However, projects 

will also be measured and assessed on the level of engagement and progression of 

learners within these interventions (participants).   

WECA encourages intermediaries to work in partnership with other agencies to form 

targeted consortia to address this challenge; the region is host to a wide range of 

expertise and knowledge in the realm of business engagement, education and skills 

and it is important to share this opportunity and responsibility accordingly for the 

resilience and growth of our Workforce for the Future. 

 

2.1.  Applying to Workforce for the Future  

Workforce for the Future is seeking collaborative applications which address regional 

skills challenges head-on and will fund successful initiatives which do so by also 

embracing our core values and themes: 

• Creative 

• Ambitious 

• Collaborative 

• Supportive 

 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/750497/ESF__operational_programme_2014_2020.pdf
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As well as aligning with our core values/themes, it is also essential that proposals for 

this fund are delivered according to the ESF Principles and cross-cutting themes 

(See Annex B – Principles and Cross-cutting Themes). The overarching programme 

aim is to ensure increased collaboration between business and education to ensure 

a holistic, cohesive and joined up skills system which supports SMEs and their 

workforce to thrive, innovate and sustain growth in the region and beyond and 

therefore all projects receiving funding through Workforce for the Future will adopt a 

set of Guiding Principles (Annex C)  

Applicants will be expected to have a thorough understanding of the regional 

business skills landscape, ensure that their proposals offer direct solutions to gaps in 

current provision and, do not replicate services offered elsewhere. Additionally, you 

must be able to demonstrate an evidence-based need and established link to the 

businesses which you intend to support through the proposed activity.  

WftF will be delivered through intermediary organisations (and their consortia) and 

centrally overseen by WECA as the GFO.  As well as performing the vital functions 

of programme monitoring and claims processing, WECA will ensure that a spread of 

support is available: both in terms of SMEs engaged and by geographical and 

sectoral reach.  Each intermediary project will be contracted to deliver support to 

SMEs and to the whole WftF programme as it is important that these businesses 

receive the most appropriate support for their needs. To this end, WECA will 

centrally advise intermediaries on which businesses are countable for outputs, which 

businesses have reached a maximum level of support on the programme (as a 

whole) and / or which businesses are forecast to be engaged elsewhere. 

The application process will be operate three funding calls with information 

publicised on the WECA website.  Each call will set out a minimum and maximum 

award threshold.  Lead Applicants will be able to apply for additional awards once 

their existing agreement is being delivered and/or can demonstrate their capacity to 

run concurrent projects effectively. 

Applications can be from a solo organisation or can be submitted from a lead 

applicant on behalf of a consortium (group of organisations) and be submitted via a 

comprehensive application form which will include amongst other things: 

• About you: Who you are and why you can deliver this 

• Your proposed project idea: What will you deliver, timeline, and why is it 
needed? 

 

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Annex-B-Principles-and-Cross-Cutting-Themes-V0.1.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Annex-C-WFTF-Guiding-Principles-V0.1.pdf
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• Intended beneficiary and learner profile: Who will benefit from this in terms of 
outputs and outcomes? 

• Consortia roles and responsibilities: Who will be involved and what will they 
do? 

• Outline budget: How will the funding requested be spent? (please note that 
WFTF does not require match funding to be provided by intermediaries 
however intermediaries will need to cashflow project activity in advance of 
quarterly claims) 

• Impact and legacy: What will the lasting impact be for businesses and how will 
this activity extend beyond this period of public funding? 

• Commitment to the guiding principles of Workforce for the Future 

• Agreement to all applicable EU, DWP, and WECA funding criteria 

Lead applicants will assume financial responsibility for project delivery with WftF 

grants being awarded retrospectively on a financial claim basis each quarter against 

a funding agreement and agreed schedule of activities. It is therefore essential that 

lead applicants have the financial stability to cash flow projects in advance, including 

the activities of their consortium. 
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3. Bidding Guidance 

WECA welcomes bids from Consortia that meet the objectives under Investment 

Priority 2.2 of the England ESF Operating Programme 2014-2020: “Improving the 

labour market relevance of education and training systems”.   

The ESF Operating Programme gives the following types of example activities that 

can be supported under IP 2.2: 

• support for collaborative projects, placements, internships or other activities 

with SMEs that enable students and graduates to gain industry relevant 

experience and skills;  

• building capacity in SMEs to provide project/placement/internship 

opportunities and enhance the contribution of advanced skills to SME growth, 

including programmes to specifically engage the most disadvantaged groups 

or those who face particular local disadvantages in utilising advanced skills;  

• brokering opportunities to encourage and increase work experience, work 

placements, traineeships, apprenticeships, and graduate placements 

particularly through wider employer engagement and involving supply chains;  

• promoting apprenticeships (especially at advanced levels in manufacturing 

and other priority sectors) by developing a supportive environment for 

employer engagement;  

• developing better links with business to equip students with the skills to start 

and grow a business to meet local business needs.  

WftF is designed and will be implemented in such a way as to complement and 

enhance existing services, as well as leaving a positive legacy for the region.  

Applications should (where appropriate) illustrate how they will work with existing 

regional programmes (Employability and Skills Portal).  Applications must not 

directly duplicate activity that other entities are already funded to carry out; WftF 

seeks to fill gaps in provision, including where there is a clear case for additional 

capacity.  It may, for example, include areas where entities are currently going 

beyond the activities that they are funded to complete, thereby enabling them to 

focus on these, with WftF taking on the additional activity that is unfunded. 

 

 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/750497/ESF__operational_programme_2014_2020.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/750497/ESF__operational_programme_2014_2020.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/skills/employment-skills-portal/
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In the long term, the WftF programme intends to leave a legacy of tools, information, 

case studies and research to enable SMEs to achieve better engagement in skills 

and training systems without the need for on-going public-sector funding support. 

Successful applications will need to clearly illustrate how they aim to improve 

partnerships and systems within the West of England that leave legacy, including 

how this legacy is to be implemented across the region. 

 

3.1.  Forming Consortia / Partnerships 

Applications are encouraged from consortia or similar partnership arrangements.  

To work effectively, partnership working must be grounded in open and honest 

communication, with respect for the experience and knowledge of each member of 

the consortia. To this end, each consortium member will sign a consortium 

agreement to reflect this commitment. (Annex D – Partnership Agreement 

Guidelines). The Grant Recipient will be the accountable body that is bound by the 

terms and conditions of the Grant Funding Agreement with WECA. The Grant 

Recipient will have legal responsibility and be financially accountable for any money 

distributed to their Partners.  It will be the Grant Recipient’s responsibility to manage 

the delivery partnership in order to avoid any financial loss due to inadequate 

reporting or evidence not being retained. 

3.1.1. Changes to your partnership / consortia members 

Any changes to your consortia that are needed after your project has started 

(including changes or additions to members) must be requested via the Project 

Change Form (Annex F, to be supplied to successful bids). In this form you will need to 

explain what the impacts of the change will be on the partnership or management 

structure of the project.  A partner who will receive any of the grant funding can only 

be added through a formal procurement process following the national procurement 

rules for ESIF.   

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Annex-D-Partnership-Agreement-Guidelines-V0.1.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Annex-D-Partnership-Agreement-Guidelines-V0.1.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/705925/ESIF-GN-1-001_ESIF_National_Procurement_Requirements_v5.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/705925/ESIF-GN-1-001_ESIF_National_Procurement_Requirements_v5.pdf
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3.2.  Eligibility of Grant recipient 

Successful applicants will have the necessary capacity and processes to manage 

the funding, including ensuring that only eligible costs are incurred and that all other 

delivery and due diligence aspects, including output capture, record keeping, and 

evidencing are undertaken in line with the overarching funding requirements. Due 

Diligence criteria: 

• a clear vision for responding to the priorities of the local area, backed up by 

appropriate expertise 

• a proven track record of managing complex projects, relative to the size of the 

partnership, nature of the contract terms, and the amount of money involved 

• good connections for ensuring a wide cross-section of organisations are able 

to get involved 

• strategies for managing and coordinating the partnership throughout the 

planning, set-up and delivery of the project 

• financially robust; can finance the required amounts and periods of 

expenditure (cashflow) and so that any risk to WECA and the delivery 

partners is minimised. 

 

3.3.  Grant funding agreement (Annex E to be supplied to successful bids) 

The grant agreement will consist of: 

• your offer letter 

• the terms and conditions of grant for Workforce for the Future.  

• Associated annexes 

The grant agreement will start on the date you sign and return it to us and it will last 

until the document retention period ends. This date will be confirmed at the end of 

the project. 
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3.4.  Setting up the grant 

Before your grant can be paid a number of things must happen: 

• You and your partners will sign your partnership agreement. 

• You’ll confirm your bank account details. 

• You’ll schedule your payments. 

• You’ll schedule your targets and project outcomes. 

• You’ll accept the Grant Funding Agreement. 

• We’ll send written confirmation that you can formally start the project. 

• We’ll complete a grant induction with you.  

• We’ll set up your grant. This is likely to include a visit. 

 

3.5.  Indicators and WftF Programme outcomes 

Investment Priority Axis 2.2 of the ESF Operational Programme requires Output 

measures and results indicators to be delivered.  For a full explanation of the range 

of outputs and results indicators please read ESIF Output and Results Indicator 

Definitions ) 

For WftF three types of Programme Specific Indicators will be applied / used: 

• Number of supported SMEs (including to inform Priority Axis 2.1, ESF-CO23)  

• Small and Medium Enterprises successfully completing projects which 

increase employer engagement; and/or the number of people progressing into 

or within skills provision (ESF-R9).   

• Total numbers of participants (ESF- O1), which will be broken down by age, 

employment status, and ethnicity.  

Depending on the Output and Results indicator profile that you submit with your 

application (Annex G, appended to the Full Application Form), you must be able to 

evidence achievement of all of these indicators. Eligible evidence will be agreed 

between the grant recipient and the WftF Programme Manager and detailed in the 

Grant Funding Agreement.  

Using quarterly performance reviews, WECA will meet with Grant Recipients to 

ensure full understanding of the extent to which the indicators reflect the ways in  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/european-structural-and-investment-funds-outputs-and-results
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/european-structural-and-investment-funds-outputs-and-results
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which the different projects support local businesses, local skills need, the local 

education and training system, and the WECA local industrial strategy. 

For a fuller explanation on how these indicators are applied and how they relate to 

the participants and beneficiaries of the WftF programme, see Section 5. 

3.5.1. Scheduling indicators and reporting project outcomes 

Indicators and the accuracy with which they can be planned will play an important 

part in monitoring your projects performance. Indicators will be made up of outputs 

(ESF-CO23 and ESF- O1) and results (ESF-R9) and collected quarterly as part of 

your project monitoring.  

Before submitting your grant application, you will need to develop your ‘Output and 

Results Profile Spreadsheet’ using the template provided (Annex G, appended to the 

Full Application Form).  

Reporting of your project outcomes will be performed against your submitted 

baseline and in parallel with the use of a descriptive reporting tool “Project Progress 

Report” at Annex H (to be supplied to successful bids) 

Your project will be expected to deliver the minimum targets set out in your project 

outline; in the event that it doesn’t, an underperformance methodology will be 

implemented; in accordance with the terms of your Grant Agreement.  

Your indicator reports together with your Project Progress Report (Annex H, to be 

supplied to successful bids) will help us to help you to ensure that both you, the project 

beneficiaries, and the funding authorities can fully realise the benefits of the WftF 

programme during its lifetime, including identifying any over or underperformances 

and / or critical interdependencies between the different projects in the WftF 

programme and beyond.   

3.5.2. Changes to the content of your project proposal 

Your proposed project will be included as an Annex to the Grant Funding 

Agreement.  If you need to make any changes to the scope of your project once it 

has started, you must notify your Project Manager at WECA using the Project 

Change Form (Annex F, to be supplied to successful bids).  In this form you will need to 

explain why the changes are necessary, whether they will be cost neutral, or not, 

and what the additional benefits or risks will be. 
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3.5.3. Double counting 

An SME with an office within the West of England is eligible for support, as a 

beneficiary using WftF funding.   

To facilitate this, WECA will identify a single point of contact (WftF Co-ordinator) who 

will advise on the SME’s eligibility and current engagement status. 

3.5.4.  Breakdown of costs 

It is the expectation that all costs incurred by the grant recipient and / or their 

partners will be under the following headings: 

• Labour / staff costs (including overheads) 

• Subcontract costs 

• Participant costs 

• Materials (basic IT equipment) 

If you consider that this is not the case, please tell us why, together with an 

indication of the type of cost you expect to incur, at the earliest possible opportunity. 

3.5.5. Eligible expenditure 

WftF will provide funding to projects to cover eligible costs which allow for the 

undertaking of new activity which will deliver tangible project outputs. Whilst SME 

businesses (and by extension, engaged individual participants/ leaners) will be the 

beneficiaries of project activity, they will not benefit from direct financial investment.  
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The expectation is that consortia will form around newly recruited teams and that 

most staff will work 100% of their time on ESF activity.  Where consortia propose 

staff, who are not 100% on ESF activity, they will need to collect and submit 

timesheets for these staff and claim only the ESF eligible activity or confirm in their 

application that the simplified cost methodology is being used. 

 

 

If your bid uses an hourly rate, the ‘1720 rule’ should be adopted. The Common 

Provisions Regulation (CPR — Regulation 1303/2013) allows a Member State to 

use a more simplified method to calculate an hourly rate unit cost by dividing the 

latest documented annual gross employment costs by 1720 hours. 

The 1720-hour rules apply to all ESF applicants responding to ESF calls 

published on the ESI Funding finder on or after 17 March 2016. The hourly rate is 

the cost per hour of a project staff member whose time needs to be time sheeted 

because they:   

• do not spend 100% of their time working on the approved project, i.e. the 

activity covered by the relevant funding authority; 

• are funded through more than one ESI fund (e.g. ERDF and ESF); 

• work on more than one ESF funded project; 

• do not spend 100% of their time working on the project and work across 

more than one category of region;   

The underlying principle is that the project pays for the hours of work it receives – 

no more, no less. It allows an organisation to make use of existing staff as well as 

newly appointed staff on a temporary or ad hoc basis whilst being appropriately 

compensated. 1720 hours assumes a working week of 33 hours – it therefore 

overcompensates by between 4 and 9 hours depending on an organisations 

standard working week to take account of annual leave costs.  

If a staff member is working on a part-time contract but only working part of that 

time on ESF, then only those hours on ESF can be claimed.  The hourly rate 

applicable will be calculated by undertaking a pro-rata of the latest documented 

annual gross employment costs (related to contracted part-time working hours) 

up to a full-time hour equivalent and then dividing those gross employment costs 

by 1720 hours.  
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3.5.6. Flat Rate Indirect Costs 

Indirect costs are shared organisational costs, which cannot be connected directly to 

project activity, and which are difficult to attribute to the project.  

Indirect costs are costs such as:  

• Central / support staff and personnel costs - where the ESF element of their 

duties cannot be extracted from general duties and put on timesheets – e.g. 

reception, central finance; 

• Equipment (no single item can cost more than £1,000) and premises costs 

where these are not used wholly for ESF activity; 

• Telephone and postage costs; 

• Electricity, gas and water; 

• Insurance.  

Indirect costs can only be claimed by projects applying for WftF grant funding on an 

agreed flat rate basis and no other form of apportioning costs will be permitted.  In 

accordance with ESF Regulations, where the implementation of a project gives rise 

to indirect costs, there are two options available for ESF projects to calculate total 

project costs, including the amount to cover indirect costs:   

• Option 1: using a calculation of 15% of staff costs to calculate indirect costs; 

and then adding all other direct costs. 

• Option 2: uses a calculation of 40% of staff costs only to calculate direct and 

indirect costs (not adding in any other direct costs).  

You must clearly state within your financial breakdown which option you intend to 

use. This must be adopted throughout the entirety of your project and cannot be 

changed. 

3.5.7. Non-eligible expenditure 

The EU regulations state the following costs are not eligible for ESF support.  

• In-kind contributions which comprise the provision of land, real estate, 

equipment 
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• Purchase of furniture, vehicles and equipment (other than small items of 

equipment under £1,000) 

• Purchase of second-hand equipment 

• Bank debit charges  

• Legal fees  

• Fines, financial penalties and expenses arising from litigation  

• Purchase of land  

• Purchase of real estate (i.e. buildings after construction and the land on which 

they are built) 

• Expenditure relating to venture capital loan and guarantee funds 

• Consultancy fees – this includes organisations which provide support in 

completion of application and final claim forms 

• Redundancy costs if people leave the employment of the organisation at the 

end of or during the life of the project.  

NB: This list is not exclusive and any queries about the eligibility of costs not 

included in the list above should be addressed with WECA. 

 

3.6. General state aid statement 

Grant recipients and their delivery partners will be delivering non-economic activity in 

the form of brokerage, advice and support services to businesses, training providers 

and others.  They will operate ‘at cost’ and no residual financial benefit will remain 

with them following the delivery of their element of the project. 

SMEs engaged in the project will not be receiving a direct financial benefit, no grant 

payments are planned to be made directly to them.   

State Aid is generally defined as a direct financial benefit but can sometimes also 

exist where costs are foregone by a business where they could reasonably be 

expected to meet them.  We do not expect State Aid to affect most of the projects 

funded through WftF. 

State Aid most often applies where money is being used to directly stimulate growth 

in an organisation.  However, state aid could apply to your project in some cases.   
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There are exemptions for state aid (e.g. de minimis) and these are applied on a 

case-by-case basis.  We are unable to assess the potential for state aid without 

seeing your detailed plans for your project, so you must seek independent State Aid 

advice. We recommend that you obtain a formal legal opinion in order to ensure your 

project is State Aid compliant. A legal opinion should set out: 

• how our funding would affect your (or other organisations’) competitive or 

financial position in relation to other organisations providing similar goods or 

services 

• the amount of funding you’ve received in the last three years that was classed 

as state aid 

Note that issues relating to your state aid position may result in issues with the 

funding that we’ve awarded, so if you do not seek a formal legal opinion or, if our 

own legal advice differs from your own, this could jeopardise or delay funding.  For 

more information about state aid visit www.bis.gov.uk/policies/europe/state-aid     

 

  

http://www.bis.gov.uk/policies/europe/state-aid
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4. Claims and Monitoring 

As the Grant Funding Organisation, WECA will be responsible for administering the 

WftF grant.  They will approve and distribute the WftF fund and set the overall 

timetable and region from which the grant recipient will submit the necessary 

information.   

A project initiation meeting will take place to ensure a full understanding of the WftF 

programme, the contents of the Grant Funding Agreement, project concept, delivery 

mechanisms and outputs and results information. 

Subsequent reporting and claims submission will align to the calendar year; divided 

into four 3-month periods or quarters based on calendar years:   

• Quarter 1 - January to March 

• Quarter 2 - April to June  

• Quarter 3 - July to September  

• Quarter 4 - October to December  

At the end of each quarter, the grant recipient will submit the necessary information 

which supports their grant claim to WECA.  Claims will need to be submitted within 

two months of the end of the quarter using the WECA External file sharing facility.  

Further details regarding the information / documents required and how payment is 

to be made will be detailed in your Grant Funding Agreement. 

4.1 Monitoring Visits 

Grant Recipients will receive quarterly visits from WECA unless otherwise agreed 

with your Project Manager.  In addition, all Grant Recipients will be required to attend 

quarterly WftF Project meetings to feedback on performance and share best 

practice. This will enable wider learning and ensure that projects are complementing 

each other within the region. 

4.2 Project Evaluation 

Evaluation is an important feature of the WftF programme. Throughout the delivery 

of your project, Grant Recipients will be required to collect and report information so 

that key learning can be used more widely to influence the planning of similar 

provision and future programmes.  
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An overall ESF evaluation of the WftF programme will be conducted, to which 

projects must contribute if asked. This may include the tracking of some beneficiaries 

for up to six months after they’ve left the project. This evaluation will be carried out 

either by WECA, DWP or an elected independent evaluator using contact 

information provided by Grant Recipients.  It is therefore important that you engage 

with and / or support only those who have agreed to their contact information being 

used for this purpose. 

4.3 Retention of evidence 

Whilst EU regulations state that as a minimum, all documents must be retained for 

two years after the Audit Authority submits the Annual Control Report in which the 

final expenditure for the completed project is included, this is potentially a complex 

date to predict.  

To minimise risks of miscalculation all projects under the ESF 2014-2020 

Programme need to ensure they keep all documents for 10 years after their final 

ESF claim is paid by the ESF Managing Authority. This is to ensure that documents 

may be made available to the European Commission and European Court of 

Auditors upon request in accordance with Article 140(1) of Regulation (EU) No 

1303/2013.    

The Managing Authority shall inform all beneficiaries of the start date of the period 

referred to in the paragraph above.       

As stated in Article 140 of (EU) Regulation 1303/2013 documents shall be kept either 

in the form of the originals, or certified true copies of the originals, or on commonly 

accepted data carriers including electronic versions of original documents or 

documents existing in electronic version only.  

Where documents exist in electronic form only, the computer systems used shall 

meet accepted security standards and can be relied on for audit purposes (see 

Section 3.3)  

Further information is available in the ESF Guidance on Document Retention for 

2014-2020 projects. 

  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/european-structural-and-investment-funds-document-retention
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/european-structural-and-investment-funds-document-retention
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5.  Indicators and Project Outcomes 

5.1 Programme Specific Indicators  

The WftF programme will use both Indicators, and qualitative evidence to evaluate 

progress and performance.   Three ESF Priority 2.2 Axis and Programme Specific 

Outputs and Results Indicators will need to be reported to WECA, on a quarterly 

basis:  

1. Number of supported micro, small and medium sized enterprises (including 

co-operative enterprises and enterprises of the social economy); ESF- CO23 

2. Small and medium sized enterprises successfully completing projects (which 

increase employer engagement; and/or the number of people progressing into 

or within skills provision); ESF- R9 

3. Total number of Participants (ESF-O1) comprising; 

o Unemployed, including long-term unemployed (ESF-CO01) 

o Inactive (ESF- CO03) 

o Employed, including self-employed (ESF- CO05) 

o Number of Participants in the above categories will in turn also need to 

be broken down by the total number of people who are: 

▪ Men 

▪ Women 

▪ aged 50 or over 

▪ with disabilities 

▪ from ethnic minorities 

The type of support that you propose to deliver in order to report these outputs will 

need to be described in your proposal for grant funding.  It must be possible to 

substantiate it through the evidence formats that will be agreed with your Project 

Manager and detailed within your Grant Funding Agreement and will be confirmed as 

having been delivered by means of sample checking.   

These Indicators will, in turn, be reported by WECA to DWP (also on a quarterly 

basis) to draw down ESF funding.   
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The indicators reported by you through your quarterly Output and Results Profile 

Spreadsheet (Annex G, appended to the Full Application Form) will need to be supported 

by your financial claim form (Annex J, appended to the Full Application Form) and an 

associated Project Progress Report (Annex H, to be supplied to successful bids), ensuring 

that all three reports tally, including for your consortia.   

A narrative (including if there are any deviations to the agreed output and results 

schedule – both plus or minus - from your proposed plan), will also need to be 

included.  This should focus on the project outcomes; the results of what you do, not 

just the activities or services you provide. These outcomes should be clearly 

articulated in your funding application.   

5.1. Results (ESF-R9) 

This programme-specific results indicator identifies how many SMEs successfully 

complete projects which increase employer engagement and / or the number of 

people going into (or progressing within) skills provision.  Projects must have been 

completed in-line with contractual requirements and must have delivered what was 

proposed in the original application for ESF funding. Projects must demonstrate that: 

(i) more employers became engaged in skills provision as a result of the ESF-funded 

activity and / or (ii) the project resulted in an increase in the number of people 

progressing into or within skills provision as a result of the ESF-funded activity. 

Outputs under this ESF results indicator can be claimed so long as: 

• the SME has completed one or more of the activities that you have agreed 

with them and has not previously been reported under ESF – R9 on WftF. 

And / or 

• The work that the SME has undertaken as a result of the support has led to 

more people reporting progress in skills provision than previously reported  

• WftF grant recipient delivers an SME (R9) experience which engages and 

leads to a learner achieving a qualification / unit / credit towards qualification, 

and that learner reports back (either in a positive or negative way) about the 

project / programme; 

• A person in an SME and who has been supported in developing a learner 

related work-force development activity, reports (either at audit, or during the 

WftF programme) as feeling / being “confident in being able to undertake  
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workforce planning activities and to be able to engage with appropriate 

educational establishments as a result”  

The examples above are not exhaustive, but illustrate that immediate results 

need to be directly attributable to the specific type of support that is being 

provided using WftF funding and cannot be claimed as a result of providing other 

indirectly related and unspecific forms of support (however helpful such support 

may have been).   

Evidence of such results will also need to be made available for audit e.g. SME 

Meaningful Activity Completion record, Annex O appended to the Full Application Form, 

and / or a Learner Progress Form, Annex P, appended to the Full Application Form.  It 

may also be possible for an approved case study format to serve the same 

purpose. 

5.2 Programme Outcomes 

The objective of the WftF programme, under ESF Priority Axis 2.2 is to Improve the 

labour market relevance of education and training. As such, WftF will help SMEs to 

better prepare and plan for, as well as be more actively engaged in realising, their 

future workforce.  The programme aims to see a decrease in future skills gaps and 

will demonstrate how SMEs can better use local ‘talent’ to meet their skills 

requirements and the financial benefits to them of doing so (i.e. reduced recruitment 

and relocation costs, greater productivity from having the correctly skilled employees 

in place at the right time etc).  At the same time as proving the value of engagement 

in the skills system, it is hoped that through WFTF, SMEs will be left with a much 

better understanding of the various options available to them to address future skills 

needs and be much more confident that they can meet these needs without public 

intervention to support them.   

The WftF programme aims to ensure that the learners taking up the opportunities 

offered through the SME projects are from diverse communities and backgrounds, 

so the benefits of the programme will also be to broaden the diversity of 

Apprenticeship take up etc. 

Programme outcomes can occur at different levels, including: 

• Project 

• Individual  

• Community  
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• Organisation 

• Environment 

• Systems and Services 

• Local Authority 

 

Where possible, outcomes should be SME, people (learner) and time focussed; 

clearly articulating the changes that are occurring for the people in the participating 

SME will be a key evaluation mechanism. 

Whilst indicators are a priority, and it is hoped that as many people as possible will 

benefit, not every supported SME / SME engagement will achieve a result; such 

project outcomes are equally important to understand.   

An SME and / or a participant can benefit from things like increased self-confidence 

and feel more able to make an informed job choice or ability to engage with an 

educational establishment; a learner outcome. Equally something may occur which 

means that an SME is unable to participate in any of the learner development activity 

that you have proposed to undertake with them.  Further, an SME accepting one 

form of support could lead to another being wanted / needed. 

Ongoing performance evaluation will therefore be an essential part of WftF; meetings 

together with metrics and reports on cost vs outputs; serving to inform WECA, DWP, 

Partners, SME’s and Participants, on the WftF effectiveness and efficiency. Any 

project changes that are required due to deviations must be requested using a 

Project Change Form (Annex F, to be supplied to successful bids) and agreed with your 

Project Manager. 

Results will also be shared by WECA with the local ESIF Committee on an annual 

basis to inform our other regional programmes and national ESF Operational 

Programme. 
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6. Beneficiaries and Participants  

  

Data quality is audited at the beginning of the programme and in subsequent years, 

and the indicators collected under WftF will contribute towards the evidence base  

 

The England ESF Operational Programme explains that: the following principles will be 

followed in order to help integrate equality into the preparation, implementation, 

monitoring and evaluation actions of the programme:   

• no exclusion on the grounds of protected characteristics;   

• projects are designed to meet the needs of all potential participants;   

• services are responsive to the needs of all communities and under-represented 

groups;   

• support is targeted towards under-represented communities where relevant;   

• the programme will be responsive to, and inclusive of, under-represented groups.  

Examples of actions that could support the above principles include:  

o undertaking an equality survey to help prepare the operational programme 

with annual updates;  

o integrating equality into the project selection process including requirements 

for equality policies and implementation plans to be assessed and monitored 

during delivery;  

o projects using appropriate recruitment and publicity materials that promote 

equality through the use of inclusive imagery and language – e.g. .gender 

sensitive language;  

o providers using accessible premises / facilities ( e.g. for disabled people );   

o use of positive action (where justified);  

o promoting disclosure of disability (in a positive way) when enrolling 

participants;  

o use of innovative outreach methods to promote access to hard to reach and 

under-represented / marginalised groups; 

 

Data quality is audited at the beginning of the programme and in subsequent years, and 

the indicators collected under WftF will contribute towards the evidence base necessary 

for a wide range of evaluation work, including future programme impact analyses. 
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necessary for a wide range of evaluation work, including future programme impact 

analyses. 

The following guidance relates to participants who engage with the WftF programme. 

6.1. SME Beneficiaries 

For the purpose of the WftF programme the ‘participant’ is the supported SME. The 

category of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) is made up of 

enterprises which employ fewer than 250 persons and which have an annual 

turnover not exceeding EUR 50 million, and / or an annual balance sheet total not 

exceeding EUR 43 million.  (Source: Commission Recommendation of 6 May 2003 

concerning the definition of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (2003/361/EC) ) 

An enterprise is any entity engaged in an economic activity, irrespective of its legal 

form.  This includes self-employed persons, family businesses, and partnerships or 

associations that are regularly engaged in an economic activity.   (An economic 

activity is usually seen as ‘the sale of products or services at a given price, on a 

given / direct market’). 

The main factors determining whether an enterprise is an SME are: 

• Staff headcount (Note: In order to promote the development of vocational 

training and sandwich courses, it is desirable, when calculating staff numbers, 

to also disregard apprentices and students with a vocational training contract.  

Similarly, maternity or parental leave periods should not be counted.) 

• And either turnover or balance sheet total 

Company  

Category 

Staff  

Headcount 

Turnover  

Total 

or Balance  

Sheet Total 

Medium-sized < 250 ≤ € 50 m* ≤ € 43 m* 

Small < 50 ≤ € 10 m* ≤ € 10 m* 

Micro < 10 ≤ € 2 m* ≤ € 2 m* 

 

* Due to exchange rate variances, this amount will be different in £ sterling on a daily 

basis; it is recommended that the Financial Times or European Commission’s  
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InforEuro (https://markets.ft.com/data/currencies/tearsheet/summary?s=EURGBP ) 

and / or  https://ec.europa.eu/budget/graphs/inforeuro.html? is used and recorded on 

the SME Registration form (Annex K, to be supplied to successful bids) when assessing 

these figures for the purposes of qualifying an SME for support.   

These ceilings apply to the figures for individual firms only.  A firm that is part of a 

larger group (including a company based outside of the UK) may need to include 

staff headcount / turnover / balance sheet data from that group too. 

If an SME is part owned by a larger organisation, the size of its shareholder 

organisation needs to be considered when determining its classification; on-line tools 

are available to check this type of information: 

• Creditsafe  

• Companies House 

• Education and Skills Funding Agency’s Employer Data Service 

https://edrs.education.gov.uk/security/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=http://edrs.educat

ion.gov.uk:80/  

Self-certification of status by the SME may also be used 

• An online tool is available to (help them to) determine whether they qualify as 

a small and medium-sized enterprise; the SME self-assessment 

questionnaire.   

The EU have created a user guide to the SME Definition Small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs).  The revised User Guide to the SME definition (770 kB is 

available in English and all other EU languages).   

SMEs can benefit indirectly – for example, an SMEs employees may be attending up 

skilling / training provided by an ESF training provider.  In this case it is the 

employees who benefit directly and the enterprise that benefits indirectly through 

developing the capacity of its workforce. In this instance the SME is not recorded - 

but the participants are recorded.    

Regardless of the number of SMEs that are counted as either an Output (ESF-

CO23) and / or a Result (ESF-R9), the number (and nature) of Participants in the 

programme will be counted as ESF-O1.   

 

 

 

https://markets.ft.com/data/currencies/tearsheet/summary?s=EURGBP
https://ec.europa.eu/budget/graphs/inforeuro.html
https://edrs.education.gov.uk/security/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=http://edrs.education.gov.uk:80/
https://edrs.education.gov.uk/security/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=http://edrs.education.gov.uk:80/
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/SME-Wizard/
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/SME-Wizard/
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/15582/attachments/1/translations
file://///avo-bw-fp01/data/PSC%20Projects/Skills-Phase%202%20WECA/WFTF/Grant%20Process/STAGE%201/GUIDANCE%20DOCUMENT/5A.%20BENEFICIARIES%20(SMEs)/smedefinitionguide_en.pdf
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6.2 Learner Participants 

The WftF programme proposes that over the duration of the programme 1062 

participants (ESF-O1) will benefit and progress into or within skills provision. A 

learner participant in the sense of WftF will be a person who has been engaged on 

the programme in a work-force-related learning and / or development activity. All 

participants in WftF will need to understand that in undertaking work experience, 

accepting funds, or providing support to SMEs through WftF, information they 

supply, will be used by WECA and the DWP to report into the ESF Operational 

Programme. 

Each SME project (save any purely about curricula and course shaping) will have 

‘participants’; in that there will need to be a person involved in for example, an 

apprenticeship, a placement or some work experience.   

Whilst this `output’ is an indirect indicator under investment priority axis 2.2, it is an 

important one, and has a range of performance framework targets; being made up of 

the number of participants, including their gender identity (although EU do not collect 

‘other’ in their database).  

WftF is delivered under investment priority 2.2 and as such, there are no ESF 

equality targets set for this Investment Priority, however WECA also wish to assess 

the impact of the programme on groups with protected characteristics in line with the 

ESIF Gender Equality and Equal Opportunities Mainstreaming Plan  

Every delivery organisation will be required to complete and maintain their own 

spreadsheet over each claim period.  Project partners will provide this information to 

their Grant Recipient, who will in turn aggregate this into a full report to WECA each 

quarter. We will also ask to see these spreadsheets throughout to ensure reporting 

systems are being appropriately managed. 

This information should be provided on a quarterly basis using the Learner 

Monitoring Spreadsheet (Annex M, appended to the Full Application Form) and will need to 

be collected based on the following: 

• Gender 

• Age 

• Employment Status 

• Ethnicity. 

 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/728727/ESIF_gender_equality_and_equal_opportunities_mainstreaming_plan.pdf
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To measure the regional impact of the project, the number of participants will also 

need to be supported by a count of the following ESF indicators:  

• ESF-CO01 Unemployed including long term unemployed 

• ESF-CO03 Inactive 

• ESF-CO05 Employed, including self-employed 

• ESF-CO06 Under 25 (on their date of joining the WtfT project / programme) 

• ESF-CO07 Above 54 (on their date of joining the WtfT project / programme) 

• ESF-CO08 Above 54 (on their date of joining the WtfT project / programme) 

and who are unemployed including long-term unemployed, or inactive, or not 

in education or training 

   

The following examples show how such attribution can be made under this output 

indicator: 

   

• Participant has reported (either positively or negatively) on an additional and 

direct learning experience as a result of engaging with another participant in 

the WftF programme. 

The points listed below illustrate some examples of the type of situations where 

immediate qualification results are not directly attributable to specific ESF support 

and therefore should not be claimed as immediate ESF results:    

• WftF grant recipient, or SME pays bus fare for a learner to attend a course 

that is delivered elsewhere and is paid for by a different organisation 

unrelated to the ESF programme, and the learner achieves a qualification. 

• WftF grant recipient or SME inspires individual to take a course elsewhere 

and to obtain a qualification whilst not paying for it. 

• Employee of a grant recipient or SME achieves a qualification as a result of 

attending an evening class (but the evening class is not funded/delivered by 

the WftF programme).  

• WftF grant recipient pays an `external’ college / provider to deliver a course to 

a learner which leads to the participant obtaining a qualification.  
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The examples above are not exhaustive but serve to illustrate that immediate results 

need to be directly attributable to the specific type of support provided under WftF 

and cannot be claimed as a result of providing other less related / less specific forms 

of support (however helpful such support may have been).   

6.2.1 Ethnicity 

In addition to the information above, to support diversity and inclusion data 

collection, the following should be collected, unless the person prefers not to give 

this information, and in which case, this fact should also be recorded:  

• White 

o White - English/Scottish/Welsh / Northern Irish / British 

o White- Irish 

o White - Gypsy / Irish Traveller 

o White - any other white background 

• Mixed / multiple ethnic groups White & Black Caribbean 

o White & Black African 

o White & Asian 

o Any other mixed/multiple ethnic background 

• Asian / Asian British Indian 

o Pakistani 

o Bangladeshi 

o Chinese 

o Any other Asian background 

• African  

o African 

o Caribbean 

o Any other Black/African/Caribbean background 

• Arab 

• Any other ethnic group 

• Prefers not to say 

From a follow-up and audit perspective, you will need to ensure that the SME / 

person or people that you and / or the SME are supporting is / are contactable by the 

SME, WECA (for a period of 12 months from the point at which they engaged with 

the WftF), and understands that by participating in the WftF programme, they must 

provide feedback on it, if asked to do so.    
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7. Marketing and Publicity 

The programme name “Workforce for the Future” will apply to “The Programme” and 

all of the Project(s) that are accepted for grant funding through it.  Neither the 

Programme nor any of its Projects will carry their own logo or trademark. 

A shortened form of the “Workforce for the Future” Programme name; “WftF” may be 

used if the full name “Workforce for the Future” has been used first in the document, 

paragraph, or text and the definition included. 

Grant funder (ESF & WECA), grant recipient and grant recipient partner logos are 

the only ones that may be used in any marketing and / or publications associated 

with WftF. All marketing and publications must display the ESF logo in accordance 

with ESF guidelines 

As ESF funding is managed by the Department for Work and Pensions in the UK, 

you must always explain it in the first reference as ‘Department for Work and 

Pensions (DWP).  

All marketing and publicity material must be agreed with WECA, and be in line with 

WECA, Department for Work and Pensions (as UK ESF Managing Authority) and EU 

ESF guidelines and presented with quarterly progress reports. Full details and 

requirements can be found in the ESIF Branding and Publicity Requirements V8 

(dated Aug 2019). 

 
7.1. Accessibility (See also DWP Communication Standards) 

 

All marketing and publicity must meet the Department for Work and Pensions 

Communication Standards. Guidance is given that details the minimum standards 

that should be applied to your communications, including digital and printed 

materials. It also includes specific information on how to apply logos.  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/822569/ESIF-GN-1-005_ESIF_Branding_and_Publicity_Requirements_v8.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/822569/ESIF-GN-1-005_ESIF_Branding_and_Publicity_Requirements_v8.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/822569/ESIF-GN-1-005_ESIF_Branding_and_Publicity_Requirements_v8.pdf
https://dwp-brand.apsmos.com/BrandCentre/OurKeyElements/CommunicationStandards?userRole=ExternalProvider
https://dwp-brand.apsmos.com/BrandCentre/OurKeyElements/CommunicationStandards?userRole=ExternalProvider
https://dwp-brand.apsmos.com/BrandCentre/OurKeyElements/CommunicationStandards?userRole=ExternalProvider
https://dwp-brand.apsmos.com/BrandCentre/OurKeyElements/CommunicationStandards?userRole=ExternalProvider
https://dwp-brand.apsmos.com/BrandCentre/OurKeyElements/CommunicationStandards?userRole=ExternalProvider
https://dwp-brand.apsmos.com/BrandCentre/OurKeyElements/CommunicationStandards?userRole=ExternalProvider
https://dwp-brand.apsmos.com/BrandCentre/OurKeyElements/CommunicationStandards?userRole=ExternalProvider
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7.2. Logos 

All IT compatible and user-friendly versions of ESF, DWP and WECA logo’s will be 
made available from WECA’s marketing department. 
  

To meet the needs of your participants you must: 

• consider providing a variety of alternative formats, as shown on the list below 

• ensure alternative formats are available at the same time as English and 

bilingual versions if needed 

• ensure participants can still access information if their chosen alternative 

format is not available. 

 
Alternative formats that you may potentially need to produce include: 

• large print in English and Welsh 

• audio format in English and Welsh 

• Braille 

• face to face communication 

• Textphone and Typetalk facilities 

• British Sign Language interpreter / CD-ROM / video / DVD 

• Easy Read with illustrations. 

 
Alternative formats should be consistent with the writing style as detailed in the 
Words guidance below. 
 
More information on Welsh language obligations. 
 

https://dwp-brand.apsmos.com/BrandCentre/OurKeyElements/Words?userRole=ExternalProvider
https://dwp-brand.apsmos.com/BrandCentre/OurKeyElements/Words/WelshLangObligationsExternalProvider?userRole=ExternalProvider
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7.3. Words and Text 

One in five adults has a reading age of between 9 and 13, so it is crucial that your 

communications are easy to understand.  Following these DWP Communication 

Standards should help you to produce information that has the right tone and is 

accurate and concise.  

 
8. Data and Data Sharing 

 

In May 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) became a new 

Europe-wide law that replaced the Data Protection Act 1998 in the UK.  The 

legislation aimed to "harmonise" data privacy laws across Europe as well as give 

greater protection and rights to individuals, namely:  

• New rights for people to access the information organisations / companies 

hold about them. 

• New requirements for data controllers and data processers to improve data 

management.  

• A new regime of fines. 

As part of your application for WftF funding, you will need to submit your data 

protection policy, including your proposed data protection statement(s) for 

assessment.   

 

NOTE: This can be a complex area depending on the terms of the funding 

agreement, the parties to it; their respective roles of data controller and / 

or data processor and extent to which personal information / paper format 

is needed to deliver an ESF project / programme.  Suggested guidance is 

shown below, however finalising the information is likely to depend on the 

requirements of the Grant Agreement (see clause 17 of draft GA).  WECA 

do not currently require any individual participant information for WftF; it 

is unclear if this will become a requirement -  

Guidance_on_ESF_and_YEI_Participant_Contact_Details Annex III does not 
include a DWP requirement for data collection of contact details after end 
Dec 2018.  Duration for retention of any personal data needs to be defined, 
including for any new operational framework beyond end Dec 2020.  ESF 
audits can take place up-to 10 years after a project has completed. 
 

https://dwp-brand.apsmos.com/BrandCentre/OurKeyElements/CommunicationStandards?userRole=ExternalProvider
https://dwp-brand.apsmos.com/BrandCentre/OurKeyElements/CommunicationStandards?userRole=ExternalProvider
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/713663/Guidance_on_ESF_and_YEI_Participant_Contact_Details.pdf
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The statements should include: 

• the reason(s) for processing / using any personal information to deliver your 

proposed ESF project.  

• how data will be used 

• relevant organisation’s data protection statements / policies (and as a 

minimum, web links to these) 

• How data will be processed (e.g. paper / electronic)  

• Periods for retention of data 

 

8.1. Data Controller and Data Processor 

For the purposes of the project the DWP will be Data Controller and WECA, you as 

the Beneficiary, and / or your Partners are the Data Processor(s). 

The following notes are extracted from: Action Note 018 /18 
 
8.1.1. Data Controller (DWP) 

Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) ESF Managing Authority is the controller 

for all personal data required to help deliver the ESF programme under the terms of 

its ESF Funding Agreement.  

Some organisations may collect other / additional data about their participants which 

is not essential for delivering the ESF programme (and possibly data on other people 

not supported by ESF).  The ESF Managing Authority is not the controller for such 

additional data.  In this scenario, individual organisations must ensure they 

understand and are compliant with their responsibilities under GDPR, as the data 

controller.  DWP recommend that organisations undertake their own data audit, to 

support and demonstrate, decision making in this area. 

DWP will not act as controller for personal data that would normally be collected 

anyway by the organisation (such as employee D.O.B, or NI numbers) – regardless 

of delivering ESF supported activities. 

8.1.2. Data Protection Statement (DWP) 

On the project, you will need to make use of the DWP’s privacy notice as published 

in the DWP’s personal information charter (last updated 16 January 2019) for all ESF 

personal data.   

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/731515/ESF_Document_Retention_Guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/704535/018-18_General_Data_Protection_Regulation__GDPR__and_ESF.pdf?_ga=2.243787649.548659936.1566894771-1577743834.1513602356
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ESF participants should be made aware of the contents of the DWP’s personal 

information charter in relation to all ESF personal data held about them (and this 

should include a web link or similar to the full site).  The URL for this is the same as 

the current URL used for the DWP personal information charter; 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-work-

pensions/about/personal-information-charter#dpo  

An additional privacy notice may be required to report and share individual 

participant contact details to support monitoring and evaluation by the DWP.  

Any work you undertake to be compliant with the new data protection laws, including 

any work to change your Grant Agreement in this regard (if required) should not 

incur additional charges to the contract price.  Costs incurred by you to become 

compliant reflect the associated cost of doing business in the UK and EEA.  The 

required changes are not specific to public sector contracts as the new data 

protection legislation applies to all commercial contracts involving the processing of 

personal data.  

 
 
8.1.3. WECA’s Data Protection Policy 

https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Data-Protection-
Policy.pdf 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-work-pensions/about/personal-information-charter#dpo
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-work-pensions/about/personal-information-charter#dpo
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Data-Protection-Policy.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Data-Protection-Policy.pdf

